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Customer Success Stories

ACE Equipment
A solution to a common problem turns into a solution for
many problems

lue Rhino of Hamptonville, North Carolina is a leading
supplier of gas grills, outdoor fireplaces and is a
propane cylinder exchange
facility. Blue Rhino was
having difficulty keeping
paint racks clean. In the
past, Blue Rhino would
have to hand clean their
racks and hooks. Heavy
labor and hazards from chemicals motivated Blue Rhino to
seek an outside cleaning source but after experiencing the high
cost ($.60 per rack) and damage to parts, Blue Rhino turned
to ACE Equipment Company for help.
Mr. David Parker, Plant Manager at Blue Rhino, decided to
bring the cleaning process back in house. The preferred method
was a Burn Off Oven. Mr. Parker previously had some experience with Burn Off ovens and knew that many ovens on the
market did not provide the control and safety required by Blue
Rhino. After much research, Mr. Parker decided on the ACE
Hybrid Radiant Tube System. The Model 496 RT Hybrid Burn
Off Oven System was recommended for high efficiency, energy
savings and safe stripping of racks with no distortion or warping. “I had experience with other ovens where parts were damaged, flames would shoot out of the stack and the oven was
trash after just a few years. I wanted to make sure we got a safe,
efficient and well built design this time.” The ACE oven system
provides uniform, even heat with no hot and/or cold spots.
After installation of the oven system, R 4 now enjoys the benefits of clean parts with easy operation and they can strip all
their hooks on the paint
line in one shift. Mr. Parker
appreciates the fact that
“we have the capability to
burn parts from our multiple locations.” Maintenance department personnel pictured are Brian
Shore, Brent Casstevens,
Eddie Blankenship. Not
pictured is Harold Scarlett.
All 4 men as a group
“highly approve of the
performance and dependability of this well engineered Burn
Off Oven.” Mr. Cecil Lawrence, Engineering Manager at Blue
Rhino states “Your Burn Off oven is a real asset to the maintenance department at Blue Rhino of Hamptonville”.
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CARPENTER CHEMICALS
Plaforization™ Solves Cleaning
and Flash Rust Problem
ill Umphenour lives near Gainesville, Florida,
where he engages in a very active metal art business. His artistry shows in the variety of beautiful
and creative metal pieces he has designed.
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Bill selected the
Plaforization™ roomtemperature process to
clean and prepare his
steel, both because it is
easy to use and because,
in a single step with no
rinse, it also applies a
one-micron seal. The
steel treated with Plaforization ™ does not
rust, so Bill has the time
he needs to create his
picture.

Bill creates wildlife
profiles by cutting their
likenesses in 1/8th-inch
steel. He then uses a
torch on the metal to
create a variety of colors
—a tricky and demanding process. Finally, he coats the
multi-hued metal surface with a transparent, protective
coating, typically a polyester or an acrylic, sometimes both.

The result is an attractive, colorful and durable picture in
steel. The pieces vary in size from a four-foot-plus high
heron to a duck or hummingbird twenty to twenty-four
inches in diameter.

These weather-resistant creations can be displayed
either inside or outdoors, where they provide a spectacular, unusual accent — particularly on a light-colored fence
or wall.
Carpenter Chemicals, LC
206 N. Washington Street, Suite 330
Alexandria, VA 22314
703-683-1570
Toll-free 866-683-1570; Fax 703-683-4131
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